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Abstract 
 

 
 Agriscience education teachers are supported in their duties as teachers by secondary 

school administrators. Though these administrators are often seen as the direct supervisors of 

agriscience education teachers, little research has been done to investigate the support that 

agriscience educators receive from administration. This study captures the perceptions of 

agriscience education teachers toward their administrators. Secondary agriscience educators from 

the state of Alabama served as the population (N=318) and sample (n=10) for this study. A 

qualitative study was conducted in which secondary school agriscience teachers stated their 

perceptions of what constituted a supportive administration as both an in-classroom teacher and 

less formal teaching environments (FFA, SAE, Livestock Shows, etc.).  A constant comparative 

method yielded themes which supported that positive perceptions of administrative support of 

the teacher leads to career longevity. 
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Chapter 1.  INTRODUCTION 

Supportive and reliable administration has been identified as a contributing factor in the 

satisfaction of teachers of secondary agricultural education (Clemons & Lindner, 2019). 

Agricultural education is deeply intertwined with the foundations of vocational education. The 

relationship between agriculture and general education begins with the passage of the Smith-

Hughes Act of 1917.  This bill provided the federal funding of vocational programs within high 

schools (Smith-Hughes Vocational Education Act of 1917). Vocational education was primarily 

provided as a way of creating skills within students to allow them to live and work within their 

communities. As agricultural education grew in popularity the versatility and complexity of the 

curriculum adapted to meet the needs of a changing citizenry. Phipps et al. (2008) defined 

agriculture education as: 

“the systemic instruction in agriculture and natural resources at the elementary, middle 

school, secondary, postsecondary, or adult levels for the purpose of preparing people for 

entry or advancement in agricultural occupations and professions, job creation and 

entrepreneurship, and agricultural literacy”.  p.8. 

Supporting school-based agricultural education is a primary goal of the National FFA 

organization. The National FFA Organization was founded in 1928 by 33 students from 18 states 

with the intent of creating an organization by which to help empower young leaders within 

agriculture. The organization has grown to encompass over 700,000 middle school and 

secondary agricultural education students. These students, referred to as FFA members 

experience various career development events, personal growth, and career success.  These goals 

are accomplished through the usage of multiple areas of competition as well as through the 

leadership structure of the organization. Each FFA chapter is comprised of a school or group of 
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schools which is managed by an FFA advisor who serves as the agriculture education instructor 

for the school.   

Agriculture educators are also tasked with the management of Supervised Agricultural 

Experiences (SAEs). Supervised agricultural experiences are typically work-based projects 

which instill skills such as record keeping, agriculture literacy, and instilling skills which may 

later help them in their chosen vocations. SAEs draw their roots in work-based learning practices 

which began in apprenticeship programs throughout history.  The practices of the Storrs 

Agricultural School can be thought of as one of the precursors to this process. This school was 

given land on which they created a working farm at the local school in order for students to 

observe and test innovative practices that they can bring back to their family farm (Phipps et. al, 

2008). Today, agriscience educators are given the unique responsibility of assisting students in 

developing their own Supervised Agricultural Experiences (SAE) where students gain classroom 

and on site work experience to develop their SAE project. This is accomplished through the 

teacher’s implementation of Supervised Agricultural Experience (SAE) visits in which the 

teacher views the students’ progress within their project.  

Agricultural education teachers are supervised by administrators such as a building 

principal, superintendent, and/or career and technical (CTE) education director. These 

administrators oversee the classroom instruction of the teacher and are tasked with the oversight 

of informal educational duties. Informal educational duties such as the advisement of the FFA 

chapter and the teachers’ supervision of Supervised Agricultural Experiences (SAE) are seen as 

an extension of classroom instruction and therefore just as vital to a successful program as 

traditional classroom instruction (Croom, 2008). 
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A supportive educational administration is an invaluable resource to teachers. 

Administrators manage the daily operations of school, oversee curricula development and 

implementation (Starrett, 2003), maintain a robust disciplinary program, evaluate certified and 

paraprofessional staff and foster a positive social environment. CTE directors are often described 

as the middle administrator which reports to upper administration and is able to assist teachers 

within their department with instructional or funding questions. These administrators are often 

more familiar with the different content areas which comprise their department. In many ways, 

teachers may see these individuals as their first line of support. Teachers ask questions or bring 

concerns to CTE directors which would then in turn bring those issues forward to upper-

administration such as principals, superintendents, and school board members. 

Administrators and agriscience educators encounter similar issues in many ways. Both 

operate within the confines of their positions while also keeping in mind the expectations of their 

stakeholders such as community members and school board officials to work toward other non-

formal tasks within the school.  Administrators may be sympathetic towards agriscience 

educators as they see the number of tasks which are thrust upon them as Smith & Myers, (2012) 

reported administrators hold an overall positive opinion of agriculture teachers and their program 

activities.   

Statement of Problem 

Upon study of this issue, a gap in agricultural education research exists regarding 

agricultural education teachers’ thoughts regarding their administrators. Research available 

within the field in regards to administration tend to be directed towards the administrators’ 

perceptions rather than the teachers. Researching perceptions held by teachers of what 

constitutes an effective administration may yield a differing perception which will allow for a 
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more robust understanding of the dynamics between secondary agriscience education teachers 

and their principals. 

There is also little in the way of research of agriscience teachers’ perspective of 

principals’ support of Supervised Agricultural Experience Programs, FFA, and other non-

traditional forms of instruction. Considering the importance of these items in regards to teacher 

longevity and career satisfaction (Clemons & Lindner, 2019), it is necessary to understand 

teachers’ perception of administrative support in those areas. 

Purpose of Study 

The purpose of this study sought to address secondary school agriscience teacher 

perceptions of supportive secondary administration. Identifying a deeper understanding of 

teacher perceptions toward their administrators will support the previous research in teacher 

longevity and classroom success.  By creating a rich and coherent narrative of multiple teachers’ 

lived experiences with administrators, a clearer picture of agricultural education within the 

context of these teachers’ schools may occur.   

Assumptions 

The following assumptions are made regarding the study: 

1. The instrument will elicit responses which culminate in overarching themes of 

agreement. 

2. The respondents will understand the statements they are presented. 

3. The respondents will provide their honest opinions based on their knowledge 
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Limitations 

1. Qualitative studies should be seen as the feelings of the participants during that 

moment in time and as such the research cannot be assumed as in any way 

representative of the population. 

2. The impact of COVID-19 may present challenges affecting participant response. The 

sample participants of this study are teaching remotely and not in their respective 

classrooms.  

3. Teacher misconceptions and misunderstandings in regards to the purpose of 

qualitative research. 

Scope and Population 

  The scope of this study included secondary agriscience education teachers from 

Alabama (N = 318).  The population consisted of certified agriscience educators who are 

members of the National Association for Agricultural Educators (NAAE), taught secondary 

school agriscience education for a minimum of three years to be included within the sample.  

The sample was purposively stratified and selected in alignment with the principles of 

qualitative research. 

Objectives of the Study 

Considering the purpose of the study to hear the perceptions of teachers toward their own 

administration, the following research questions and themes guided the study: 

1.  As a classroom teacher, describe teacher perceptions of a supportive administrator.  

2. As an FFA Advisor, describe teacher perceptions of a supportive administrator.  

3. Describe the tone of conversations regarding the agricultural education program with 

                high school administrators 
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4. Describe the tone of conversations by agriscience teacher regarding the FFA program 

    with high school administrators  

5. Describe the personal and professional characteristics of secondary agriculture 

    education teachers in Alabama. 
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Chapter 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 The problem cannot be addressed without first understanding central problems facing the 

secondary school agricultural education community. As such, the review of literature below 

represents not only literature relative to teacher administration, but toward the broad swath of 

interests within agricultural education at this point.  

Background 

 This literature review is divided into the following areas: (1). Background, (2). Secondary 

School Agricultural Education Teacher Retention, (3). Agricultural Education Legislation, (4). 

National FFA Organization, (5). Experiential Learning, (6). Educational Administration, and (7). 

Methods. 

Secondary School Agricultural Education Teacher Retention 

Agricultural education enrollment within the United States continues to grow and 

diversify within middle and high school education (Retallick & Martin, 2008). There remains a 

consistent shortage of agricultural education teachers within the middle and high school levels 

with teacher graduation rates being below replacement (Kantrovich, 2007). Secondary 

agricultural education within the state of Alabama is represented by 302 agriculture teachers who 

collectively encompass an enrollment of 37,627 students within agriculture, food, and natural 

resources courses (NAAE, n.d.). 

Kantrovich, (2007) reported that 53% of students that completed an undergraduate 

agricultural education teacher preparation program entered secondary school agricultural 

education. Keigher (2010) indicated those who enter in the profession had a 25% percent chance 

of leaving within the first three years. Marx et al. (2017) showed that concerns of shortages 

within the field of agricultural education had been present since the beginnings of traditional 
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agricultural education in 1921. Contemporary research has shown there is a wide variety of 

reasons why these shortages occur. 

Since 1965 there has been a consistent drop in the number of agricultural education teachers 

(Kantrovich, 2007). Teachers leaving the profession has been seen to be a large reason for this 

trend (Wirt et al., 2005). Sorenson et al. (2016) reported statistically significant correlation 

between work-family balance, time worked and teacher satisfaction. Murray et al. (2011) 

reported agriscience educators spent an average of 57 hours worked per week in relation to their 

duties as an agricultural educator. Hainline et al. (2015) described that while male and female 

teachers reported working a similar amount of hours, female agriculture teachers reported 

working an average of 7.5 more hours per week in the home. As such, teacher burnout has been 

shown to be a contributing factor in teacher dissatisfaction (Chenevey, Ewing, & Whittington, 

2014). Lemons et al. (2005) reported that traditional metrics of teacher success are not adequate 

for discerning agriculture teacher success. Smith and Smalley (2018) found that agriculture 

teachers reported the most job stress with issues relating to experiential learning and program 

planning and evaluation.  

          Clemons and Lindner (2019) reported that enjoying agriculture and education was shown 

to be the most important factor in classroom success and longevity. Other strong measures 

outlined within the findings included “Assisting students to attain their individual goals”, finding 

their work interesting, feeling they are making a difference, family support, friendships with 

other FFA Advisors, secure employment, and reliable health benefits for their success in 

remaining within the classroom. Most pertinent to this study, the means indicated reliable 

administrative support as a strong factor for remaining in the classroom.  
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Morrill Land-Grant Acts 

The Morrill Land-Grant Act of 1862 provided land in the amount of 30,000 acres per 

congressperson in the state for the creation of a college specializing in agriculture and 

mechanics. This act also provided funding for research within agriculture and mechanics. No 

states which were in rebellion were able to benefit from the act. Southern states were unable to 

benefit from the act until conclusion of the Civil War based on this provision within the act.  

The Morrill Act revisions of 1890 provided funding for the creation of Land-Grant 

Colleges for Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) within the Southern States. 

Rather than providing land, this act provided strictly funding for these institutions if the 

previously existing land-grant college refused to accept black students. Additional funding for 

Native American colleges were provided in 1994. 

Hatch Act of 1887 

 The Hatch Act of 1887 provided funding for land-grant institutions in order to create 

agriculture experiment stations.  These experiment stations would specialize in agricultural 

research which was specific to their state. Experiment stations were used as teaching grounds for 

agricultural students (Talbert et al., 2014 p. 72). This has been cited as one of the original 

foundations of agricultural education (Moore, 1988 p. 164). In the spirit of this act, the 

University of Minnesota created a school for the teaching of agriculture to non-collegiate 

students as a part of their experiment station (Moore, 1988 p. 165). Alabama created schools at 

nine separate experiment stations in each of the state’s districts which were all run under the 

direction of Alabama Polytechnic Institute, now Auburn University (Moore, 1988 p. 166).   
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Smith-Lever Act of 1914 

The Smith-Lever Act of 1914 created the Cooperative Extension Service which would 

serve as a way by which federal funding could be used to disseminate research information to 

rural areas via the Land-Grant Colleges. 

Vocational Education Act of 1917 

 The Vocational Education Act of 1917 (more commonly known as the Smith-Hughes 

Act) provided federal funding for vocational education within schools. Included within 

vocational education at the time were the areas of agricultural education, home economics, and 

industrial arts. The act also created state boards of vocational education which would oversee the 

training of teachers and funding appropriations.  Appropriations for a Federal Board of 

Vocational Education were additionally provided by the law. 

Public Law 81-740 & Public Law 105-225 

Public Law 81-740 (1950) granted a federal charter to the National Future Farmers of 

America. The law stated that it was vital for there to be a relationship between vocational 

education and the student organization. This law was updated in 1998 via the passage of Public 

Law 105-225. This update provided updates to the outdated legislation including providing 

provisions for structure of the National FFA Organization and established purposes for the 

organization including cooperating with state boards of vocational education, developing a love 

of farm life and rural living, developing character, and developing quality rural leadership. 

No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 

 The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 was a measure created under the Bush 

administration which intended to improve schools by assessing students annually within the 
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areas of mathematics and English to monitor growth. The act also provided for bonuses for 

schools which were able to achieve above designated proficiency levels. This act created higher 

accountability for schools to the United States government (Dee et al. 2011). While some saw 

this as a credible way of monitoring student progress, others were concerned about the use of 

high-stakes testing due to the teachers possibly feeling the need to teach toward end of the year 

tests.  

 Dee et al. (2011) reported that since adoption of No Child Left Behind student 

achievement trended toward higher scores in mathematics at multiple grade levels, while it did 

not show a significant difference within English. This study also found that the scores of 

African-American students were particularly positively impacted by No Child Left Behind 

policies. Hanushek and Raymond (2005) reported that based on studies conducted before No 

Child Left Behind, school reports of progress without consequences is not effective. 

Common Core 

 The Common Core State Standards initiative was formed in 2009 with the purpose of 

creating a set of standardized objectives which would serve to ensure student proficiency in 

mathematics and English throughout the United States. The development of Common Core 

Standards was devised in order to regain top metrics within the field of education worldwide 

(Porter et al., 2011). While these standards are not federally mandated, they serve as a set of 

standards which have been adopted by many states as a baseline to measure student learning in a 

manner which can show inequalities between states and individual school districts. Porter et al. 

(2011) also reported: 

Those who hope that the Common Core standards represent greater focus for U.S. 

education will be disappointed by our answers. Only one of our criteria for measuring 
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focus found that the Common Core standards are more focused than current state 

standards and only for mathematics, not for English Language Arts (ELAR). Further, 

some state standards are much more focused and some much less focused than is the 

Common Core, and this is true for both subjects. How much focus is desirable is 

unknown, but clearly the Common Core standards could have been more focused than 

they are. 

Experiential Learning 

According to Smith and Rayfield (2016), project-based learning has been a method used 

within agricultural education since its beginnings in secondary school education. Stimson (1919) 

created a model by which home-project based learning would guide the students’ use of 

knowledge. Smith et al. (2016) suggest that the current focus within the community of 

agricultural education towards SAEs is a “return to our roots, and Stimson’s model”. 

Agricultural education has been linked to the concept of project based learning since the passage 

of the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917 (Smith et al., 2016).  

The model commonly used by agricultural education in modern times, SAE, was created 

for the purpose of bringing agricultural skills home to the farm (Smith et al., 2016). Croom 

(2008) reported a change in the SAEs to meet a wider variety of students considering the 

declining number of students returning to full-time production agriculture. Talbert et al. (2014) 

reported that: 

Work-based learning is a component of agricultural education that sets it apart from most 

other subjects. Students are able to explore areas of interest and then develop skills to a 

much greater depth than is possible within the regular school classroom. Tasks performed 

and problems encountered in SAE can be used in the classroom to provide real-world 
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examples of concepts being learned. Exploratory SAE can also be used to develop 

agricultural literacy. p.107 

 A lack of training in new and innovative SAEs for non-traditional agriculture students 

has been cited as a barrier to entry for these students (Graham & Birkholtz, 1999; Wilson & 

Moore, 2007). Bradford et al. (2019) reported that experiential learning as a “more effective 

method of increasing agriculture knowledge than direct instruction”.  Retallick and Martin 

(2005) reported that teachers’ perceived benefits from SAEs included increased public relations, 

increased opportunities for students, and increased community support.   

National FFA Organization 

 The roots of the FFA can be drawn back to the founding of the New Farmers of Virginia 

(Hillison, 1993). The Future Farmers of America was founded in 1928 upon the suggestion of 

the Federal Board for Vocational Education (Talbert et al. P. 390). This organization was 

developed for the purpose of creating a complimentary student organization for agricultural 

education students. Hoover et al. (2007) reported that the foundations of the FFA remain not 

only in the creation of a student organization for agricultural education, but for rural 

development and rural leadership. 

The National FFA describes itself in the organization’s most current student handbook: 

“FFA is a dynamic youth development organization within agricultural education that 

prepares students for premier leadership, personal growth and career success. Students 

whose lives are impacted by FFA and agricultural education will achieve academic and 

personal growth, strengthen American agriculture and provide leadership to build healthy 

local communities, a strong nation and a sustainable world. FFA was created in 1928 as 

the Future Farmers of America; however, the name was changed to the National FFA 
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Organization in 1988 to reflect the growing diversity of agriculture. Today, more than 

653,000 student members are engaged in a wide range of agricultural education activities, 

leading to more than 250 unique career opportunities in the agricultural science, food, 

fiber and natural resources industry. Student success remains the primary mission of 

FFA.” p. 9-10 

 The National FFA Organization reported a membership of over 650,000 in the 

organization’s 2016-17 report (2018). Teacher responsibilities related to the management of 

these 650,000 members include but are not limited to: election of officers within chapter, general 

advisement of the chapter, training of Career Development Event teams, chaperoning students at 

state and national conferences, and also managing their teaching program. Crutchfield et al. 

(2013) reported these additional activities beyond the classroom can create a negative impact on 

teachers’ career commitment if not properly managed. 

Educational Administration 

Greenfield et al. (1995 p. iv) reported that it is difficult to put forward a single definition 

of educational administration as the structure of responsibilities is so fractured and varies widely 

within schools. Teacher evaluation with a positive approach was cited by Rushing (1972) as a 

necessary and primary responsibility of educational administrators. Early 20th century 

researchers within administration attempted to create a series of scientific theories based on the 

concepts of effective management (Taylor, 1911; Cubberly, 1916; Simon, 1957).  

Voorhis and Sheldon (2004) stated that strong schools cannot exist without effective 

principals. Kirby et al. (2001) reported that principal leadership was the largest predictor of 

success for school reform. Voorhis and Sheldon (2004) found a significant positive correlation 

between principal support of teachers on evaluations, program quality, and 
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parent/teacher/community support. Sanders et al. (2002) reported leadership from principals as 

one of their four factors in successful school-community partnerships.  

According to Robinson et al. (2013) quoting Smith and Meyers (2012), “Understanding 

the perceptions of the principal regarding the agriculture program and its teacher is important 

because the “principal’s perceptions influence whether or not an agricultural education program 

exists”. Cantrell et al. (2004) reported that content area knowledge was reported to be the 

characteristic most preferred by administrators when hiring an agriculture teacher. Clemons et al. 

(2019) suggested that administrative support has also been related to teacher retention and 

attrition within agricultural education.  

Theoretical Framework-Organizational Support Theory 

There are many theories which are rooted in the expectations of workers toward their 

administration. Eisenberger et al. (1986) set forth the theory of organizational support which will 

serve as the theoretical framework for the study. Organizational support theory (1986) suggests 

that the employee perceives the extent which the organization supports them and their work as an 

important marker within their work life. This concept is known as perceived organizational 

support. Eisenberger et al. (1986) reported that considering how employees tend to personify 

organizations (Levinson, 1965), the actions of the agents within the organization toward the 

employee tend to affect the affect of the employee. 

This suggests that in order for employees to feel supported by the organization, they 

would anticipate the same support as they receive within social relationships. Those who are 

more social tend to respond higher in the amount of organizational support received. Kurtessis et 

al. (2017) reported that just as positive support from administrators is seen to positively correlate 

with perceived organizational support, the opposite is also true. Kurtessis et al. (2017) also 
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reported that there is a positive relationship between increased performance and perceived 

organizational support. 

Summary 

 Reviewing the literature in regards to the expectations held of agriscience educators, 

legislation as it relates to agriscience education, the importance of supportive administrators, and 

the current research being conducted in regards to recruitment and retention of agriscience 

educators provides the necessary knowledge to conduct the following study.  

 Legislation within the field of agriscience education has provided a background which 

allows teachers and administrators to understand the scope and depth of the content. The earliest 

agricultural education acts were specifically related to colleges providing educational 

opportunities within agriculture and extension education to the general public. Moving forward, 

educational acts created funding for agricultural education while providing a clearer expectation 

of items within the field such as experiential learning and FFA. 

 The National FFA Organization has provided opportunities for students since its 

founding in 1928. While the organization retains its original goals of promoting agricultural 

education, the organization has grown into an all-encompassing group of over 500,000 members. 

While the organization creates opportunities for the students, it represents another area of 

responsibility for agriscience education teachers. 

 Experiential learning is an area which sits agriscience education apart as a profession. 

Experiential learning allows for the teaching of skills which are difficult to replicate within the 

classroom. The experiential learning model has grown from its beginnings with apprenticeship 

programs and teaching farms into a program which allows for students to grow within their 

knowledge of the chosen area of knowledge. 
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 The area of agriscience education teacher recruitment and retention has been a problem 

which has long caused issues for schools. Teachers choosing to leave the profession along with 

the long hours which are associated with teaching within an agriscience education setting have 

been shown to contribute to this issue. Additionally, these teachers have responsibilities to attend 

to once they return home as well. 
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Chapter 3. METHODOLOGY 

 The purpose of this study was to understand the perceptions of secondary school 

agriscience teachers towards their positive administration. This data was collected using a 

qualitative design. To accomplish the purposes of the study, questions were developed based on 

prior research, panel suggestions, and content expert analysis. Participant interviews were 

conducted, the data was analyzed, patterns were evaluated, and emerging themes.  

 Participants were identified from a publicly available list of practicing agriculture 

teachers in Alabama. Parameters for the study included being a member of NAAE and previous 

participation in previous studies conducted by the Auburn University Agriscience Education 

program. Purposive stratified sampling based on these parameters was outlined by Patton (2002) 

because members of these groups are “information rich and illuminative, that is, they offer useful 

manifestations of the phenomenon of interest”(P. 240). The researcher utilized the knowledge of 

content area experts as consultation for suggestion of participants. Experts suggested participants 

which would provide a wide range of differing views regarding administrators and their roles. 

The researcher utilized these suggestions to select a sample which provided for a difference of 

region, geography, age, and years of service within public schools.  

Design and validation of the questions were confirmed through the use of content area 

experts. Content area experts represented current secondary agriculture educators, graduate 

students and university faculty. These experts were asked to review the instrument for relevance, 

grammar, syntax, content, bias, and ambiguity. Upon review from the experts, appropriate 

changes were made as outlined. The questions was piloted by secondary school agriscience 

educators in a focus group format which allowed for further feedback about the questions as they 

were written.  
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The participants (n =10) were then contacted electronically to explain the research and its 

purpose, their rights as potential participants, the risks associated with the research conducted, 

the time associated, the benefits associated, and the practices involved with ensuring the 

anonymity of the participants. Upon agreement to the terms above, the participants were 

assigned a date and time which was agreeable for both parties when interviews would be 

conducted via phone.   

The instrument consisted of five semi-structured questions for the telephone interviews 

and analysis of themes.  

Table 1 

Interview Questions 

Question 
Number 

Interview Question 

1 Describe how your experiences with high school administrators have 
influenced your decision to remain in the classroom. 

2 Describe your experiences with supportive high school level administration.  
3 
 
4 
 
5 

Describe your perceptions of a supportive administrator as an agriculture 
education teacher. 
Describe the tone of your conversations regarding the agricultural education 
program with high school administrators. 
Describe your perceptions of ideal out-of-classroom program support (FFA, 
SAE, Livestock Shows, etc.) from your high school administration. 

 

 The interviews lasted between 25 and 30 minutes and were conducted via phone due to 

the lack of effective means by which to meet directly with the participants as a result of the 

Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic. Grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1998) serves as 

the form of data analysis for the study. The recorded interviews were transcribed and evaluated 

for content and emergent themes. Grounded theory methodology is characterized by constant 

adjustment based on analysis of the data in order to construct a theory (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). 

Grounded theory is useful when attempting to understand novel issues which have not been 
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investigated thoroughly (Saldaña, 2013). To benefit trustworthiness, the participants represented 

diversity among certification (Traditionally Certified, Alternatively Certified, and Class A 

Certification via Masters), years of employment, age, geographic location, and number of 

administrators throughout their career. The data was viewed using a positivistic approach. 

Auburn University Internal Review Board documents were obtained by the primary 

investigator as required by state and federal law to ensure the safety of the project. The Auburn 

University Internal Review Board approved the protocol under the #19-434 EP 2001.  
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Chapter 4. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

 Data collection and analysis were constantly being completed throughout the study as 

outlined by constant-comparative theory and grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). 

Constant comparative theory involves the comparison of the previous pieces of data collected 

against new data collected in order to show similarities and differences between the respondents 

(Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Holistic coding was utilized initially to begin to group basic thoughts 

and themes within the data (Corbin & Strauss, 2015).  

 It is essential to express the factors which may contribute to the researcher’s decision in 

regards to the coding of these items. The researcher is a young aspiring teacher within the State 

of Alabama. The researcher is influenced by their own preconceived notions about the profession 

of agriscience education. The researcher has experienced the benefit of having observed 

agriculture teachers in multiple states which benefits their understanding of the field. The views 

of the professors and staff which the researcher has worked in conjunction with throughout their 

career also contributes to their view of agricultural education. Given the nature of the data 

collection and coding, the researcher is considered a part of the instrument which serves as a 

frame for the study. This creates the lens by which the researcher views the data. Personal 

characteristics of the participants are reported in the Table below (Table 2). 
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Table 2 

Personal Characteristics of Participants 

Psuedonym Gender Age Ethnicity Years 
Teaching  

Certification Number 
of Admin  

Student 
Population in 
Agriculture 

Number 
of 

Teachers 
in 

Program 
Eunice Female 43 Caucasian 12 Alternate 

Certification 
5 165 

 
2 

Jeff Male 23 Caucasian 1 Traditional 
Certification 

1 250  
 

1 

Kevin Male 26 Caucasian 4 Traditional 
Certification 

with MS 
and Ed.S. 

1 240  
 

1 

Larry Male 24 Caucasian 2 Alternate 
Certification 

1 150 
 

1 

Rick Male 29 Caucasian 6 Traditional 
Certification 

1 250 
 

1 

Rosie Female 36 Caucasian 12 Traditional 
Certification 

5 300 
 

2 

Rusty Male 29 Caucasian 7 Traditional 
Certification 

4 100 
 

1 

Ruth Female 24 Caucasian 2 Traditional 
Certification 

2 328  2 

Tim Male 23 Caucasian 1 Traditional 
Certification 

1 210  1 

Janice Female 33 Caucasian 9 Class A 
Certification 

(Masters) 

4 100  1 

 

Findings 

During the interviews the following themes emerged which helped define the feelings of 

teachers in regards to supportive administration: administrative awareness of local agricultural 

education program, agriscience education teacher relationships with administration, teacher 

perceptions of in-classroom administrative support, teacher perceptions of out-of-classroom 

program support, and perceptions of measured administrative involvement. The participants 

presented a positive affect during the interview in regards to their role as a teacher as evaluated 
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via the tone and dimension of their voice. The majority of participants also presented a positive 

affect towards their current administration. The positive nature and tenor of the conversations is 

best summarized in the following quote by [Janice], an agriscience education teacher with 9 

years of experience “[A supportive administrator is] someone who will say good morning. 

Someone who will come into your classroom just to see what you have going on. Not to 

necessarily critique or say “hey, what are you doing?” or “you’re not doing this correctly”, just to 

see what you’re doing and what cool projects your kids have going on. They’re the ones who 

recognize you when you do things well.” Analysis of data resulted in the following themes 

(Table 3). 

Table 3 

Themes of Data Analysis 

Theme Number Theme 
1 Administrative Awareness of the Local Agriscience Education Program 
2 Agriscience Education Teacher Relationships with Administration 
3 
4 
5 

Teacher Perceptions of In-Classroom Administrative Support 
Teacher Perceptions of Out of Classroom Program Support 
Teacher Perceptions of Measured Administrative Involvement 

 

Administrative Awareness of the Local Agriscience Education Program 

 When the participants discussed their perceptions of administrative support the level of 

awareness which their administrators had in regards to the local agriscience education program 

was discussed. Teachers noted that an understanding of what differentiates agriscience education 

from other content areas is important for an administrator. This is captured perfectly by [Rusty], 

a seventh year agriculture teacher “I believe a supportive administrator would be one who 

understands and at least has a basic understanding of career and technical education but 

especially agriculture education.” The idea of having an understanding of the differences 
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between agriculture education is further explored by [Eunice], who is an alternatively certified 

teacher entering her 12th year. She stated, “It’s important for our administration to know how we 

work and to understand first and foremost that an agricultural program is an entity unto itself.” 

Eunice further stated, “There will be tons of hands-on work and time for out of the box 

thinking.” Since her school is very large and she has a large amount of students per class, she 

indicated “The ag teacher will have to delegate things out [to students]. It’s important for the 

administration to understand that and not just think that I let my kids off by themselves.” [Ruth], 

a traditionally certified agriculture teacher who has been teaching for two years backs up this 

point by stating “Thankfully, I have an administrator that knows about agriculture education and 

FFA. They had a child that was involved so they know about it which was really helpful.” She 

continues to describe by stating “I’m lucky to have someone that I can have conversations with”.  

The administrator having an awareness of the agricultural education program and its 

place within the community creates a zone which allows teachers to be able to discuss items with 

administrators without the having to explain superfluous pieces. This is further explained by 

[Rusty], who stated “I know that some schools have had at least three or four career and tech 

directors have been former ag teachers. Our current Career and Tech Ed Director is a former ag 

teacher. So they understand [agriculture education]. The principal or assistant may not be as 

familiar.” 

It was a belief of many of the participants that the principal should put forward the effort 

to become more aware of the happenings within the agriscience education program.  [Rusty] 

states that “My first-year teaching, I had a new administrator who had never worked at a high 

school that had agriculture. I had a learning curve being a first year agriculture teacher and she 

having never worked with agriculture before made it really difficult.” [Rusty] then states that 
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administrators should attempt to educate themselves in regards to agriscience education. “an 

administrator needs to be supportive of [the agriscience education program] and I believe that if 

a principal doesn’t come from a school with a strong agriculture program or a high quality CTE 

program that it will be better for them and better for their community to learn about what an 

effective agriculture program requires.” 

The lack of having worked directly with agriscience education gives creates a likelihood 

of administrator misunderstanding. [Rick], who is a 29 year old agriculture educator in his 6th 

year, stated that “My administrator a lot of times is confused about career and technical 

education (CTE) and the type of programs we have so when we do discuss it it’s to clear up any 

confusion he may have in regards to classes, class codes, what classes pair with other classes, 

what classes I’m required to teach.” [Rick], who has had the same school principal throughout 

his entire career, goes on to state that this need for clearing up confusion for the administrator 

“makes sense because every time you get the hand of the Career and Technical Education 

System in our state, it changes; [so] a lot of times they just come to me when they need to be 

cleared up on a subject.” [Rick], whose administration has limited his out of classroom absences 

to 20 days stated that he would feel more supported if by the principal “understanding that the 

professional development that I sign up to attend or trips that I’m going to take kids on are 

directly related to our organization and our program. [Rusty] stated when discussing certain 

misunderstandings that his administrators have expressed “The teacher may be responsible [for 

equipment maintenance] but ultimately, if there’s an issue, that needs to be fixed by having the 

maintenance department come out.” This is similar in regards to the time which an agriculture 

teacher spends working in the summer. [Rusty] states that “A lot of principals don’t see the need 

for career and technical education teachers, or especially ag teachers to be working during the 
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summer when they have a greenhouse. I have a greenhouse and an agriculture mechanics facility 

and all those things require maintenance.” Participants indicated that the administrator’s lack of 

understanding of their program led to an interesting relationship between themselves and the 

administrator. 

Table 4 

Administrative Awareness of the Local Agricultural Education Program 

Subtheme Example Quote(s) 
Administrative 
Knowledge 
of Agriscience 
Education 
 
    
 
 
 
Administrative 
Misunderstandings 

 “I believe a supportive administrator would be one who 
understands. At least has a basic understanding of career and 
tech education but especially agriculture education.” (Rusty, 
Nine years of experience) 

“Thankfully, I have an administrator that knows about agriculture 
education and FFA. They had a child that was involved so they 
know about it which was really helpful.” (Ruth, Two years of 
experience” 

 
“My administrator a lot of times is confused about career and 

technical education and the type of programs we have so when 
we do discuss it it’s to clear up any confusion he may have in 
regards to classes, class codes, what classes pair with other 
classes, what classes I’m required to teach.” (Rick, Six years of 
experience) 

 
 
Agriscience Education Teacher Relationships with Administration 
 

Secondary school agriscience education teachers relationships with school administration 

emerged as a vital theme of these findings. When teachers commented on the relationship which 

they had with their administrator, they were by and large very positive. After listening to more 

participants, the researcher noticed a difference in the conversation in regards to the 

administrator as an individual rather than the position of principal. The findings support that 

teachers may view their principal as a high-quality administrator while not enjoying their 

personality as an individual. The converse of this may also be true. The following subthemes 
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were found within the theme: positive administrative tenor, teacher trust and teacher expectations 

of administrators. 

The positive tenor of conversations between agriscience education teachers and 

administrators were discussed by a majority of the study participants. The teacher-administrator 

relationship was described by [Rick] when discussing his experiences with administrators, “I’m 

always told I’m doing a great job and to keep up what I was doing.” This is echoed by [Eunice] 

who said “The tone that we’ve [the administrator and I] had is always very positive. He really 

supports as and he allows us to do our job and so we've always had a good tone” [Larry], a 

second year agriscience teacher, stated “My administrator is good to me, I can’t say nothing bad 

about him. Can’t say nothing bad about my assistants, they’re pretty good.” [Eunice] further 

expounds on this by stating “I mean there's always been a good tone when we're talking about 

the program. He’s proud of our program and just wants us to continue doing what we're doing.” 

The concept of program pride by administrators was something which was found to excite the 

teacher. When discussing program pride [Kevin] expressed, “[The tone has] always been very 

laid back in our one-on-one conversations with them. I’ve always been approached with 

“whatever you need, we’ll make sure you have it” mentality.” Feeling that his program was a 

point of pride for the school seemed to invigorate [Kevin]. He went on further to say “They use 

our ag program as a model for other programs, Career and Tech Ed programs, how programs are 

set up how programs are ran. So a tone that you knew the administrators were always available 

for whatever you needed to discuss.” 

Similarly, the participants expressed that they keep a positive tone when talking to their 

administrators as well. When discussing the tone of her conversations with administrators, 

[Janice] stated that “The tone you take with them is very important because if you are not 
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excited, if it’s just another day in the life of you, they are going to take that tone as well. So if 

you are excited and you are like, “this is exciting, this is what’s happening” They will see that, 

and they will get excited as well. Not only are you producing an outcome, you’re producing a 

feeling and if you can invoke that in them, that’ll help for sure.” 

 Teachers who have had both negative and positive administrators over their careers 

tended to contrast them. [Janice] expressed that “My current administration is probably the best 

support I’ve ever had. I’ve had administration that just didn’t care. They saw value in other 

programs more so than mine monetarily and supportively. It was hard to deal with that bias.” She 

went on to further explain that upon moving to a position with a supportive administration “your 

program is very valued, that is great.” This is echoed by [Ruth], a second year teacher, who 

stated “My first year I had a really good relationship with my administrator. I loved being in the 

classroom and everything that was going on and I had a lot of say in what was happening.” Her 

following year her relationship with the administrator waned, but she attempted to keep positive. 

“I think everybody has ups and downs with the people that they work with, no matter what 

profession you’re in.”  

 The majority of participants felt that they were supported adequately by their 

administrator, [Jeff] stated “they don't necessarily care about agriculture. It’s not very important 

at the school. There’s other Career and Tech Programs that they value more than mine, so they 

leave me alone.” This is echoed by [Rosie], who says she wishes her administrators would 

“prioritize our competitions just as much as they prioritize athletics, because I feel that more 

times than not is more beneficial and more important frankly than athletics.” [Janice] also 

recalled having similar feelings in her dealings with former administrators. She stated “My 

current administration is probably the best support I’ve ever had. I’ve had administration that just 
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didn’t care. They saw value in other programs more so than mine. They supported them more 

both monetarily and supportively. It was hard to deal with that bias.” 

 Another facet of interpersonal relationships between teachers and their administrators 

which was found to benefit the teacher was the concept of trust. When discussing his 

administrator, [Larry] stated “I’ve got a good working relationship with my principal. As long as 

nothing bad happens, he doesn’t come bother me.” This sense of trust between the administrator 

and the teacher is also seen to be reciprocated by [Rosie], a 12th year teacher who stated that “My 

first school I had administrators that were very hands-off. They kind of let me do what I wanted 

to do and of course especially when I was just getting started that was easier than to have 

somebody kind of breathing on my neck and barking directions.” This trust does not simply lie in 

allowing the teacher to do as they please. It also lies in faith in what the teacher is doing. When 

describing a supportive administrator, [Jeff], a first year teacher, stated a supportive 

administrator is “Somebody that values you and what you think, It's like they want to see you do 

well. They're interested in your subject areas that you teach.” One issue that was brought up by 

participants was not feeling prioritized by the administrators.  

 Another area which was outlined by the researcher was the expectations that teachers 

have for principals. When discussing the tone of her conversations with her administrator, 

[Rosie] stated that “I have high expectations of them as an administrator to also value my 

program.” She continues by stating “I want them to be present.” And “So out of five principals, 

I’ve only had one attend and he attended a lot (of out of classroom events), and I wish other 

administrators would do the same.” [Janice] echoed this when asked what positive support 

outside of the classroom looked like “Show up to things. Just like how you’re going to be seen at 

a football game, show up to our contests as well. Let the kids know you are invested in what they 
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are doing as well and it’s not just sports that are important.” [Janice] continued by stating 

“Another thing would be showing up to your advisory committee meetings. Saying “Hey, this is 

something that we are putting an emphasis on here. We think it is going to create a holistic child 

and we’re here, thank you for being here.” So really just showing your face and showing up for 

stuff is worth it’s weight in gold.” In this regard, teachers stated that there was a need for 

administrators to show interest in the teacher both as an in-classroom teacher and also outside the 

classroom. 

Table 5 

Agriscience Education Teacher Relationships with Administration 
 
Subthemes Example Quote 
 

Positive Administrative 
Tenor 

 
 

Teacher Trust  

 
“I mean there's always been a good tone when we're talking about 

the program. He’s proud of our program and just wants us to 
continue doing what we're doing.” (Eunice, 12 years of 
experience) 

“I’ve got a good working relationship with my principal. As long 
    as nothing bad happens, he doesn’t come bother me.” (Larry, 
    Two years of experience) 
 

   Teacher Expectations of 
   Administrators 

“I have high expectations of them as an administrator to also 
value my program.” 

  
 

 The interpersonal relationships between administrators and teachers are commonly 

carried into how the principal supports the teacher inside the classroom.  

Teacher Perceptions of In-Classroom Administrative Support 

 Teacher support within the classroom was a theme which was highlighted numerous 

times by the participants. The majority of the teachers which participated highlighted this portion 

as a major area which allowed them to do their jobs to the best of their ability. While there were 

many different views in regards to the best practices for supporting teachers in the classroom, the 
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concept of in-classroom support was most robustly discussed by the administrators. Considering 

that agriscience educators are primarily hired for their ability to teach in the classroom, the 

principals appear to consider that the area where they should provide the most support. Upon 

further coding of the data, the following subthemes emerged: support from administration within 

the classroom, support for classroom discipline, and support through curriculum and facilities 

management. 

 Participants were inclined to discuss that a supportive administration was one which 

allowed them to do their job well. [Tim] stated that “My administrators have been good so far. 

They pretty much have left me to my own and let me prepare my classroom the way I want.” 

This sense of control over their classroom was echoed by [Kevin], who stated that his support 

occurred in the sense of “Supporting the teacher with whatever the goals of the program are. For 

example, one of the goals of our program is credentialing and getting students set up so that 

they’re moving into a Co-op program their senior year, working for businesses that are in our 

program area.” This was echoed by [Rusty], who stated “I am fortunate that I have a supportive 

administrator over my school at this point. One who gives me the flexibility to teach what I need 

to teach and do what I need to do.” The participants within the study were largely grateful for the 

opportunity to be able to work with their administrators, while still being able to handle the 

majority of things on their own. [Rosie] stated “going back to the principal that I had that was 

extremely supportive of me. In the classroom he was he was pretty hands off he knew that I was 

handling what I needed to handle.” When asked about his administration effecting his decision to 

remain in the classroom, [Kevin] stated that “It’s had a large impact on it. I’ve had great support 

from my administration with everything that I've done for both my program as well as my class 

and so there’s a very high correlation between my staying in the classroom and my 
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administration.” When asked about her perceptions of ideal classroom support, [Rosie] stated 

“Something that I would like to see from an administrator that I may or may not have seen before 

would be a little more hands-on when I ask them.” She expounded upon this and explained “So if 

we're doing something cool and I wanted them to come see it then I want to prioritize that 

because I don't bother him too much with that kind of thing.” When asked about his perceptions 

of supportive administration as a teacher, [Rick] stated that an administrator would “understand 

that in an agriculture classroom the lessons are better presented hands-on. When you have too 

many students in a classroom with just one teacher it ends up in problems.” He went further by 

stating a remedy which the administration can practice to help alleviate this issue. “A supportive 

administrator would make sure the class size was not too overbearing for the teacher and that the 

teacher had everything that he or she needed to make sure that they could complete their projects 

without anyone being hurt.” 

 Discipline was seen as a primary area where the administrator was able to provide 

support to the participants. [Eunice] posits “they support [the teacher] in the classroom, if you 

have discipline problems, or something like that they kind of handle it for you”. She also stated 

“I have a lot of support from administration. They support us not only with our program needs 

they support us with discipline issues and it's just made it really easy to stay in the classroom and 

until it’s unbearable then I'll be there”. When asked about her administration affecting her 

decision to remain in the classroom, [Janice] stated that “They also support me with discipline 

and behavior issues. They deal with those issues at the time they happen so they are no longer 

issues in my classroom.” Some teachers felt that they preferred more control of their 

environment when it came to discipline. [Eunice], a veteran teacher, stated that “I stay in my lane 

and the only time that really I have to go to them is if I might have a slight problem. I try to 
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handle all of my discipline myself and its just extreme cases that I have to go to the 

administration with.” [Larry], an alternatively certified teacher, stated that “As far as for me, 

directly impacting the school, I could say my administration is fairly poor. Just as far as with me, 

I’d like to see a little more discipline, but I come from a high school which was very disciplined. 

We had a former military guy as our principal, so that’s how I think a principal should be…” 

 Administrative support of facilities and curriculum was expressed by [Rusty], who said “I 

believe that an administrator, one that wants make a positive impact on their school will be 

flexible, will be aware of the requirements, or at least of the needs that an ag teacher needs to 

perform.”  [Kevin] stated that “They’re supportive of me, they support the students that want to 

be involved as well. As far as curriculum, as far as adding new equipment, new technology 

they’ve supported. You know, just overall, they’re supportive.” This support was expressed 

powerfully by once again by [Kevin]. “I’ve purchased multiple different curriculums for 

credentialing. They’ve allowed me to have job shadowing days where we take out students to 

different businesses and jobs.” He continued “I mean, everything that we’ve done, has allowed 

the students, or allowed me as a teacher to be successful in getting these students through three 

years or four years of instruction here and then moving right into the workforce once they leave 

our program.” [Rick] stated “Anything I’ve asked for, I’ve gotten. So I really don’t have any 

complaints on that.” [Ruth] said “Supportive administration is awesome because you feel like 

you can really step out of your comfort zone step out of the box a little bit and try a little bit of 

everything.” This was interpreted to mean the ability to try different educational strategies within 

the classroom, which leads to a general feeling of positive organizational support. This can also 

come in the way of breaking down barriers to entry, as expressed by [Kevin] “With our SAEs we 

would have it where students would take an SAE class their senior year where they would 
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actually receive credit as an elective for the school. So there’s a lot of things here to where the 

student doesn’t feel like we jump over hurdles in order to be involved in things.” [Rusty] stated 

that a supportive administrator for a classroom agriscience teacher would be “One that 

understands that with in-classroom instruction and with most in-classroom agriculture teachers 

that they have more than just a classroom, but they will have other facilities such as the ag 

mechanics facility, the greenhouse, at least in most cases in most schools they will have at least 

one or the other and that those facilities, they require a lot of maintenance.” He goes further to 

state that agriscience teachers may perform some of this maintenance, but it should not strictly be 

their responsibility. “The teacher may be responsible [for equipment maintenance] but 

ultimately, if there’s an issue, that needs to be fixed by having the maintenance department come 

out.” 

Table 6 

Teacher Perceptions of In-Classroom Administrative Support 

Subthemes Example Quote 
 

Support from 
Administration 

 
 

Discipline  

 
“I am fortunate that I have a supportive administrator over my 

school at this point. One who gives me the flexibility to teach 
what I need to teach and do what I need to do.” (Rusty, Nine 
years of experience) 

“I have a lot of support from administration. They support us not 
    only with our program needs they support us with discipline 
    issues and it's just made it really easy to stay in the classroom 
    and until it’s unbearable then I'll be there”. (Eunice, 12 years of   
    experience) 
 

    Curriculum and 
    Maintenance of 
    Facilities 

“I’ve purchased multiple different curriculums for credentialing. 
They’ve allowed me to have job shadowing days where we 
take out students to different businesses and jobs.” (Kevin, 
Four years of experience) 
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Teacher Perceptions of Out-of-Classroom Administrative Support 

 Teachers were quick to express the differences between the support they receive in the 

classroom as opposed to the support which they received in regards to their out of classroom 

activities. These out of classroom activities were seen as equally important to classroom 

instruction by the majority of the teachers. The following areas were discussed relating to out of 

classroom support: support of the teacher in regards to out of classroom activities, support of 

FFA, and support of other out of classroom activities. 

 [Rusty] stated that “High school administrators should be aware that there is a 3 

component model that you know we teach. That for a career and technical education program, 

that in addition to being a classroom teacher you’re going to have some out of school 

experiences such SAE and FFA to fully meet the needs of that program.” In another area, he says 

“Compared to a normal classroom teacher, most agriscience teachers are going to be going on 

numerous trips. Whether it be leadership conferences, or contests they’re taking their students to 

career development events, leadership events.” He goes on to further state “Those things occur 

outside off the normal school year so we’re used to spending a whole lot of time during the 

summer dealing with FFA events whereas an administrator who is not familiar with that may be 

thinking “Why’s he going to take students to a weeklong convention in the middle of June when 

the other teachers are winding down for the year?”” This feeling of an administrator needing to 

understand how to support an agriscience teacher is supported by [Rick], who said “I think that 

an ideal support would be understanding that the professional development I sign up to attend or 

trips I’m going to take kids on are directly related to our organization and our program.” He 

expounds further “It’s not like an extra thing we do. Competitions, whether it’s workshops, 

whether it’s taking students to state and district officer interviews, it all goes hand-in-hand, it’s 
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not just an extra “let’s take a day out of school and do this”. It’s very important the things that 

have to be done when we can all get together.” [Rusty] states that he believes administrators 

should “be supportive of that ag teacher during the summer, that they’ll be supportive of at least 

having some type of an extended contract. So that may be through a 10 or 11 or 12 month 

contract through the school, or whether that be through an extended-year grant from the state to 

help cover for those extra activities.” [Rick] shares the same problem as he expressed “The only 

problem that I’ve had with my administration that was a big deal was this past year when he told 

me I was only allowed to miss 20 day in the school year for FFA trips or workshops or other 

things even if they’re required.” Other areas of support which the teachers expressed interest in 

from the administration was having them physically present at events. [Jeff] stated that a 

supportive administrator would “make a presence as far as a principal goes. Making a presence at 

any events that I have. Just being there says a lot to the community as well.” When speaking 

about who she described as the most supportive of her five administrators she has had over her 

career, [Rosie] stated that “I have had one principal in particular that really went out of his way 

to support my program. He attended state convention multiple times and other contests. He drove 

kids to contests. Overall, he was like I said extremely supportive of the program and fought for 

us to get to go places and do things and so that was that was one really great experience.” 

 Support of FFA was cited as an area of interest. [Jeff] stated that “With my high school 

administrators, they want me to do things, and they want me to succeed as far as FFA and other 

things in my classroom. “But if I don't do FFA they’re completely fine with that as well. So 

they’ll back me if I do it, but if I don't do it that's just fine to them as well. So they're supportive 

if I'm going to do it but if I'm not going to do it they don't really care.” When discussing the 

concept of out of classroom activities being integral to teaching agriscience education, [Eunice] 
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stated “And FFA as a whole is, so any positive support that we would get, that's what we need.” 

[Kevin] said of his administrators “I have no issues with taking students out of campus. Whether 

it be for classroom, for field trips, or for FFA events they've always worked with me as well as 

with other teachers on allowing the students to go to these particular events to be involved 

outside and above the school level.” He further states “They have been very supportive with FFA 

week activities and other things that we have done during the school day or to raise support for 

the program.” [Ruth] stated “As far as outside of classroom specifically with FFA it's important 

that the administration trust the teacher and trust their judgment calls which I know that's 

important in classroom as well but outside of classroom for example at a livestock show we’re in 

charge of the student and student safety as well as watch their livestock.” In a story about 

attempting to take a team to a competition in central Alabama despite having no bus reserved, 

[Tim] stated that the administrator responded “Yeah, whatever you need to do. Just get a 

permission slip from the student’s parents saying they can ride with you in your vehicle, and 

have fun and be safe.” He said “So I would say he's very supportive in my experiences with him 

and he's always willing to help me out and do whatever is best for my chapter it seems anytime I 

ask him.” 

 Support of other activities were acknowledged as well. [Tim] stated that “We had plans 

to go to the peanut festival but the student who were going to support had a family matter come 

up and backed out. [Administration] was in support of me going to the peanut festival.” [Rusty] 

stated “So far, in the years I’ve been at my school, in the three years that I’ve been at this school 

I have never been denied a field trip. I’ve never had any problem with that really. Every field trip 

request that I have put in has been approved.” [Jeff] stated that effective out of classroom support 

by administration would be “Someone who would back you on any kind of event in the 
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community.” [Jeff] further stated “with fundraisers, when I’m doing any kind of a fundraiser 

they announce it to the community and those kind of activities.” Later in the conversation, he 

said “I did a plant sale and my principal was very supportive in the plant sale. Other fundraisers 

that we did not so much.” 

Table 7 

Teacher Perceptions of Out-of-Classroom Administrative Support 

Subthemes Example Quote 

 

Support teacher in out 
of classroom activities 

 

 

Support of FFA 

 

“Compared to a normal classroom teacher, most agriscience 
teachers are going to be going on numerous trips. Whether it 
be leadership conferences, or contests they’re taking their 
students to career development events, leadership events.” 
(Rusty, Nine years of experience) 

“[Administrators] have been very supportive with FFA 
     week activities and other things that we have done during the 
     school day or to raise support for the program.” 
     (Kevin, Four years of experience) 

    Support of other out of 
    classroom activities 

“So far, in the years I’ve been at my school, in the three years 
that I’ve been at this school I have never been denied a field 
trip. I’ve never had any problem with that really. Every field 
trip request that I have put in has been approved.” (Rusty, 
Nine years of experience) 

  

 

Teacher Perceptions of Measured Administrative Involvement 

 Teachers were aware of the amount of time which their administrators spent working 

with them. The amount of time and effort which an administrator put toward working with the 

agricultural education program was termed by the researcher as measured administrative 

involvement. This Measured administrative involvement was considered by the researcher to be 
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the amount of time and or energy which the administrator put towards the good of the program. 

The following tones were observed the theme: positive, neutral, and negative. 

 Positive measured administrative involvement is involvement which is seen as positive or 

effective by the teacher. [Tim] stated that “My administrators have been good so far. They pretty 

much have left me to my own and let me prepare my classroom the way I want. I haven’t really 

been observed a whole lot. I guess if you will, they understand that agriculture is a different 

world from the world they live in or teach in. So they kind of see that as my area of specialty and 

let me be.” He further states that “they told me that once I got the position it would be my 

program and for me to do with it when I wanted to and ever since then you know that they 

haven't questioned anything I did or I really even you know ask what's going on.” [Rusty] stated 

that “Before I started teaching, I was told that an administrator can help or hurt an ag program. I 

have found that to be true. I am fortunate that I have a supportive administrator over my school 

at this point. One who gives me the flexibility to teach what I need to teach and do what I need to 

do.” [Rick] stated that “I was very lucky to come into a program that was being worked on really 

hard and the teacher there before me was really going in the right direction with lot of speed in 

so conversation with the principal let him know you know to let me teach and trust me to keep 

on doing it and that's pretty much what happened.” [Rosie] stated “Going back to the principal 

that I had that was extremely supportive of me, in the classroom he was he was pretty hands off. 

He knew that I was handling what I needed to handle. He didn't spend a lot of time in my room. 

He would pass through occasionally, and by that I mean maybe once every couple months.” 

 More neutral measured administrative involvement included this quote by [Eunice] “In 

my experience, you’re not as watched over. We don't have someone looking over our shoulder 

and so that just allows us to do our job.” [Larry] stated “They allow me kind of free range. As 
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long as it’s in the course of study they do not sit on top of me or tell me much to do. They’re 

pretty well supportive of about everything you do.” “My first school I had administrators that 

were very hands-off. They kind of let me do what I wanted to do and of course especially when I 

was just getting started that was easier than to have somebody kind of breathing on my neck and 

barking directions.” 

 Negative organizational support is feeling left out of the system in some way. Upon 

continuing, [Rosie] stated that “Since then I’ve had some more strict principals but now I feel 

like I kind of know what I’m doing a little bit better. [Larry] states that “At some times you’d 

like to have your administrator there, but I guess the old saying is “no news is good news”. It 

does make it harder to communicate and become part of the family so to speak.” [Rusty] stated 

“I would say that the tone is positive with my administrator. He’s a hard one to figure out. I don't 

mean that necessarily in a bad way but I’m a quarter mile from the main office so I don't see my 

administrator very often. Usually, if he comes over here it’s because he needs a tire filled up or 

something like that.” While some do not see their administration failing to observe, assist, and 

support them as a problem; other participants such as [Jeff] create a much more somber tone. “So 

my administrators, they pretty much leave me alone. Within reason I do whatever I want to 

because they don't necessarily care about agriculture. It’s not very important at the school. 

There’s other Career and Tech Programs that they value more than mine so they leave me 

alone.” [Larry] states “They don’t come to you unless you need something out of them. That’s 

the one thing I’d say is that I’d like to see a little more communication.” When describing what 

ideal support would be for her, [Rosie] stated that “if we're doing something cool and I wanted 

them to come see it then I want to prioritize that because I don't bother him too much with that 

kind of thing. She further stated “I know that being an elective they have bigger fish to fry 
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sometimes with the requirements that are put on them for Gen Ed courses and that they're 

spending a lot of time at least in my experience in those other classrooms so when I invite them 

to come up I want them to prioritize that. Because it won't happen often, you know, because I 

value their time and so when I ask to come see me I want him to prioritize that.” 

Table 8 

Teacher Perceptions of Measured Administrative Involvement 

Subthemes Example Quote 
 

Positive 
 
 

Neutral  

 
“My administrators have been good so far. They pretty much 

have left me to my own and let me prepare my classroom the 
way I want.” (Tim, Two years of experience) 

“You're not in my experience as watched over.  We don't have 
    someone looking over our shoulder and so that just allows us 
    to do our job.” (Eunice, Two years of experience) 

    Negative “At some times you’d like to have your administrator there, but I 
guess the old saying is “no news is good news”. It does make it 
harder to communicate and become part of the family so to 
speak. (Larry, Two years of experience) 

  
 

 The researcher acknowledges that a majority of the participants expressed that the 

administrators were very hands-off. The primary reason expressed by the teacher was that the 

administrators do not understand agriscience education. 
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Chapter 5. CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

Objective one addressed teachers’ perceptions of their administration as an agriscience 

education teacher. Findings indicated that agriscience teachers who remained in the classroom 

felt supported by their administration. The perception of support is in agreement with the 

theoretical framework of this study. Organizational Support Theory (OST) (Eisenberger et al. 

1982) which states that workers who feel supported by their management are more likely reflect 

positively about their position. Administration support in the secondary agriscience education 

classroom enables the participants of this study the opportunity to teach the content necessary. 

Administrative support was vital to the teacher’s perception of classroom instructional 

objectives. This finding support Clemons and Lindner (2019) which found teachers were likely 

to feel satisfied within their position so long as they felt secure in their position and supported by 

their employer. Participants largely reported feelings of support and security in their profession 

while others were more apprehensive when discussing their feelings of administrative 

interactions. 

Participant’s experiences with less supportive administration were more likely to feel less 

satisfied in their position as an agricultural education instructor. This is similar to Kurtessis’ 

(2017) finding that negative organizational support was likely to negatively affect workers. The 

results indicated there were multiple ways in which teachers measured support from their 

administration. This finding supports the implication reported by Clemons and Lindner (2019) 

regarding the dynamic between teachers and administrators and their recommendation for similar 

studies which address this need.  
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Participants indicated that disciplinary and classroom management of student behavior 

were representative of instances where administration involvement and support was needed. 

Maintaining disciplinary policies and classroom expectations offered a divisive portrayal of 

teachers’ juxtaposition of autonomy and administrative involvement. Veteran secondary school 

agriscience teachers with five years or more of experience were more likely to suggest that it is 

the responsibility of the teacher to manage their classroom. Teachers which were less 

experienced were more likely to request more support from administration. This observation also 

speaks to the teacher’s and administration’s mutual sense of trust as outlined by Clemons and 

Lindner (2019). 

Objective two investigated the participants’ perceptions of supportive administrators as 

an out of classroom teacher. Teachers once again set forward that feeling supported in such areas 

contributed to them choosing to remain in the classroom.  Clemons (2019) outlined the 

possibility of teachers feeling support from administrators in multiple ways, namely 

“availability, trust, willingness to participate and be present during agricultural education 

activities, support for professional organizations, etc.” All of these were found to be contributing 

factors within the study. Lack of FFA support was found to be detrimental to the satisfaction of 

agriculture teachers. This is supported by Smith and Smalley (2018) who reported that that 

agriculture teachers reported the most job stress with issues relating to experiential learning and 

program planning and evaluation. If administrators do not feel that the programmatic experiences 

and SAE are the most important areas of an agriscience education program, why is this the area 

that the teachers appear to care equally about? This is similarly backed by Crutchfield (2013) 

who reported that if not managed properly, FFA can lead to unneeded stress by the teacher due to 

long hours. 
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Objective three sought to describe the tone of the teacher in-classroom when discussing 

with administrators. The positive tone which was used with administrators was supported by the 

frame of the study within organizational support theory (Eisenberger 1982). The positivity which 

is set forward by the teacher is more likely to be responded to in kind by the administrator. A 

note was made by the researcher that teachers were quick to discuss the shortcomings of their 

programs more with myself than they claimed they were willing to with their administrator. This 

is backed by Clemons and Lindner (2019) who reported that agriscience education teachers were 

more likely to discuss issues with their peers rather than administrators. As assigned above, 

teachers were likely to discuss disciplinary issues with administrators, but otherwise attempted to 

keep the tenor of all conversations with their administrators as positive as possible. 

Objective four sought to describe the tone regarding out of classroom activities when 

discussing with administrators. Tone with administration in regards to classroom is more likely 

to be overwhelmingly positive in regards to FFA as well. This is in conjunction with findings by 

Clemons and Lindner (2019) who found that agriscience education teachers are likely to feel 

more likely to seek career satisfaction through the lens of being an agriculture teacher. 

Objective five sought to describe the personal and professional characteristics of the 

teachers which participated in the study. The teachers within the study represented a variety of 

educational experiences related to the profession of agriscience education and the number of 

administrators which they have had. Administrator turnover was seen as a negative by the 

teachers which is supported by Kurtessis (2017) who stated that administrative turnover 

contributed to job dissatisfaction. 

 Agriscience education teachers were found in the emergent theme of Measured 

Administrative Involvement to by and large have little to no oversight by the administration. 
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This was noted by nearly every teacher which was interviewed. Possible reasons which 

contribute to the lack of oversight put forward by the teachers include the principal not 

understanding agriscience education as a content area, the principal not perceiving agriscience 

education as an important content area, or the principal feeling that they need to spend the 

precious time that they have during a school day working with general education teachers. 

Recommendations  

Further studies should be conducted as to the role of administrators in secondary 

agriscience education teacher longevity. Further research is suggested to measure the emergent 

theme put forward by the researcher of Measured Administrative Involvement. Additionally, it is 

suggested that research should be extended beyond the field of agriscience education into other 

content areas to contrast the similarities and differences. Further research within the 

transferability of the experiences of other content area teachers in regards to administration are 

important to show the differences between content area teachers. A survey of administrators 

should be conducted as to their perceptions of agriscience educators within their district and their 

local agriscience education program. This study will allow researchers to evaluate the 

perceptions of the teachers in conjunction with feelings of administrators. Further research may 

yield invaluable knowledge as to how agriscience educators are viewed by their administration. 

This research would benefit the field by presenting a more thorough understanding of the 

interplay between the contrasting views of the administrator and the secondary agriscience 

education teacher. 
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List of relevant definitions 
 
Agriscience Education- the systemic instruction in agriculture and natural resources at the 
elementary, middle school, secondary, postsecondary, or adult levels for the purpose of preparing 
people for entry or advancement in agricultural occupations and professions, job creation and 
entrepreneurship, and agricultural literacy 
Educational Administration- those who directly oversee the day to day activities of the teacher 
(principal, assistant principal career and technical education director) 
Experiential Learning- A model commonly used by educators created for the purpose of 
bringing relatable skills into the home or workforce for use. 
Institutional Review Board (IRB)- The committee which ensures compliance of research ethics 
at a university 
National FFA Organization (FFA)- A youth leadership organization created for the purpose of 
enabling the nation’s youth through the use of agriculture. 
Organizational Support Theory (OST)- a theory which suggests that the employee perceives 
the extent which the organization supports them and their work as an important marker within 
their work life. 
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Primary Interview Questions 
Describe how your experiences with high school administrators have influenced your decision 
to remain in the classroom.  

Describe your experiences with supportive high school level administration.  
Describe your perceptions of a supportive administrator as an agriculture education teacher.  
Describe the tone of your conversations regarding the agricultural education program with 
high school administrators.  
Describe your perceptions of ideal out-of-classroom program support (FFA, SAE, Livestock 
Shows, etc.) from your high school administration. 
Describe your personal and professional characteristics 

 
 

Personal Characteristics 

What is your age? 

 

What is your gender? 

 

What was your teacher preparation? (Traditionally Certified, Alternatively Certified, Certified 
Via a Master’s Program, etc.) 

 

How many years have you been teaching agrisicence education at the secondary level? 

 

What is the number of principals you have had during your career? 
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